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Abstract

In order to acquire legal rules from legal texts, implicit legal requirements of the rules must be identified. Since such implicit legal requirements can be found through understanding process, a lawyer's understanding process of legal texts is analyzed. His understanding process can be viewed as an abductive reasoning process, since he can introduce implicit requirements which are not appeared in legal texts. This paper models such a reasoning process when they interpret the legal texts. Based on the analysis, a knowledge acquisition support system is proposed.

1 Introduction

In order to realize a legal expert system, we must translate legal texts into machine executable forms. Machine translation process is very difficult because of implicitly expressed concepts in legal texts. In other words, lawyers frequently use their legal expertise in order to fill the gap between the real meaning of legal texts and literal meaning of them. In order to realize knowledge acquisition from legal texts, such implicit legal knowledge must be identified. Through the understanding process, he can find legal requirements correctly. This paper analyzes a lawyer’s understanding process. Based on the analysis, a knowledge acquisition support system is proposed. Our system acquires new knowledge by using given legal abstractions.

2 Knowledge Representation

2.1 Compound Predicate Formula

Legal knowledge can be represented by compound predicate formula (CPF). Compound predicate formula is a rule, which can be interpreted by an deductive reasoning engine like Prolog. A legal rule can be represented as follows:

\[
\overline{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n} \rightarrow \overline{e}
\]

\(r_i\) represents a legal requirement and \(e\) represents a legal effect. \(r_i\) and \(e\) are
called compound predicate terms. A compound predicate term can be represented as follows:

\[
\text{predicate}(\text{predicateID}, \text{CaseList})
\]

\textit{predicate} is a predicate name, and \textit{predicateID} is an identifier of predicate. The identifier is used as a reference of predicate instance. \textit{CaseList} is a list of pairs and each pair represents case role and filler. Each filler may be a compound predicate term. Case and filler are separated by ".". For example, a concept, "a contract is concluded", is represented as follows:

\[
\text{be_concluded}(\text{id1},
\quad \text{contract}(\text{id2},[\text{agt}:,\ldots,\text{obj}:,\ldots,\ldots]))
\]

In the above example, "id1" and "id2" are predicate identifiers, and "agt", which stands for agent case, and "obj", which stands for object case, are case names. "_" is an anonymous variable. Note that the predicate "contract" appears as a subterm in the above example, and the predicate contract should be proved in order to verify whether the concept holds or not.

2.2 Interpreting CPF

A CPF is a formula for representing legal rules and it directly corresponds to a legal sentence. Legal concepts in a CPF are represented as chunks of primitive legal concepts. However, since the variables in a CPF seem to be higher order variables, computational interpretation of CPFs is not easy. In order to interpret a CPF, a fixed legal dictionary, including taxonomy, are assumed for eliminating the predicate variables. By using the dictionary, all predicate variables are determined. If all predicate variables are determined, a CPF can be converted into a flat CPF automatically like [5]. A flat CPF allows only identifiers, i.e. constants, and other functional structures. In other words, a flat CPF is a Horn Clause which can be directly interpreted by Prolog.

Figure 1 shows variants of CPF. Legal texts are translated into CPFs by hand or natural language processing. The translated CPFs are normalized by using the dictionary. By the normalization, all flat CPFs can be transformed into the original normalized CPFs. Without the normalization, a flat CPF cannot always transformed into the original CPF. The normalized CPFs are flattened and each sub compound predicate, which should be proved as a subgoal, is added into bodies.

3 Human Understanding Process

A lawyer's understanding process is analyzed by using United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. Since the convention applies to contracts of sale of goods, Article 23, which is applied to "conclusion of contract," is concerned. Article 23 is shown in Figure 2.

Since a legal rule consists of legal re-
Article 23

A contract is concluded at the moment when an acceptance of an offer becomes effective in accordance with the provisions of this Convention.

Requirements and a legal effect, the requirements and the effect must be identified. In Figure 2, even a novice or a beginner of law can identify that the legal effect is "a contract is concluded". Since most of articles describe such legal effects explicitly, the identification of the legal effect is an easy task. However, it is not so easy to identify legal requirements of articles because of implicitly described requirements. Of course, the identification of explicit legal requirements is easy. The article is initially understood as a rule shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, unused cases are omitted for simplicity. Indeed, some relations between primitive concepts are not sufficiently specified. The real rule must specify such relations.

\[
\text{be\_concluded}(\text{\_}, \text{agt:}[A,B], \\
\text{obj:contract}(\text{\_}, \text{agt:}[A,B]), \\
\text{tim:D})) \leftarrow \\
\text{become\_effective}(\text{\_}, \\
\text{obj:} \\
\text{acceptance}(\text{\_}, \\
\text{agt:B}, \\
\text{obj:offer}(\text{\_}, \text{agt:A, goa:B}), \\
\text{goa:A}), \\
\text{tim:D}).
\]

Figure 2: United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods

Figure 3: Initial Understanding of Article 23

A novice would understand the article as such a rule, since the rule seems to represent the literal meaning of the article. Once such a rule is obtained, even a novice tries to its validity. The rule can be verified by assuming an ideal situation in which a contract is concluded. In such a situation, the acceptance of the offer must be effective. Since the following Article 18-2 describes when the
acceptance becomes effective, the rule of Article 18-2 will be used for the verification of the Article 23.

Article 18
2. An acceptance of an offer becomes effective at the moment the indication of assent reaches the offeror.

A CPF of Article 18-2 is shown in Figure 4.

become_effective(_,
    [obj:
      acceptance(IdA, 
        [agt:A, 
          obj:offer(C, 
            [agt:offeror(B,[obj:C]), 
              goa:A]), 
          goa:offeror(B,[obj:C])])]
  
  reach(_,
    [obj:indication(IdA, 
      [agt:A, 
        obj:assent(_, 
          [agt:A, 
            obj:offer(C, 
              [agt:offeror(B,[obj:C]), 
                goa:A]), 
            goa:offeror(B,[obj:C])])]]).

Figure 4: Article 18-2

If the legal requirement of Article 18-2, "the indication of assent reaches the offeror", is assumed in the ideal situation, "contract is concluded" can be proved by using two rules. In this way, rules translated from legal texts are verified. Because of such successful explanation, novice’s understanding process may halt. Are the above rules really correct ones? In spite of such successful explanation, most lawyers can provide its counter-example. For example, by means of “withdrawal of offer,” even if the acceptance is reached, the contract cannot be concluded. Therefore, lawyers’ understanding process don’t halt when only such explanation is made successfully. The lawyers’ massive legal expertise seems to enable them to investigate further.

When lawyers understand legal texts, they also confirm whether the legal effect can be derived from the identified legal effects or not. Then they judge the validity of the derivation by using their legal expertise. The verification process can be seen as a backward reasoning process of a legal effect. Figure 5 shows such an explanation.

Figure 5: Explanation

In Figure 5, each goal, compound predicate term, is represented by a proposition. The first top goal is the
"be_concluded_contract". In the explanation, although "be_effective_offer" does not appear in the legal texts, it is regarded as a legal requirement by the lawyer. The understanding process can be seen as an abductive reasoning process since the explanation is constructed by adding implicit legal requirements. In the search of such legal requirements, the candidates of the requirements seem to be weakly constrained by legal knowledge. In Figure 5, a general principle about contract, "contract is a match of offer and acceptance" weakly constrains the candidates. Therefore, knowledge acquisition from legal texts can be seen as abduction constrained by legal knowledge.

After the verification, a new requirement, "offer is effective", is added into the body of the rule. For example, the following rule can be made.

\[ \text{be_concluded_contract} \leftarrow \text{become_effective_acceptance, be_effective_offer} \]

Of course, if the rule whose effect is "acceptance become effective" is modified so that its requirement part includes "offer is effective", the same result can be derived. For example, the following rule can be made.

\[ \text{become_effective_acceptance} \leftarrow \text{reach_indication_of_assent, be_effective_offer} \]

However, the former rule is preferred since the former rule matches their legal knowledge.

4 Inverse Resolution and Abstract Knowledge

Knowledge acquisition process can be viewed as extraction process of a legal effects and abductive explanation process of the legal effects. As an abductive explanation engine, an inverse resolution [3, 4, 5] is used. The inverse resolution is an inverse operation of resolution. Figure 6 shows typical operations of the inverse resolution. The basic operation is performed by V operator. In the resolution, C is derived from C₁ and C₂. In the inverse resolution, C₁ is derived from C and C₂ or C₂ is derived from C and C₁.

Rouveilo[4] has proposed "Saturation Operator", which is a kind of the inverse resolution operator. The algorithm of Saturation [4] is shown in Figure 7.

Since the search space of the inverse resolution is very huge, the search space should be constrained by some legal knowledge. Such a knowledge is called a legal abstraction, since it represents abstract legal knowledge. An example of a legal abstraction shown in Figure 8. In order to represent abstract concepts, a legal abstraction is represented by Higher Order Horn Clause[1]. By assuming such legal abstraction, the legal effect can be proved by a theorem.
5 Knowledge Acquisition Support System

KASS is a knowledge acquisition support system based on the analysis of human understanding process. Figure 9 shows the overview of KASS.

KASS has two components for knowledge acquisition. One is the bug detection module and the other is the abductive reasoning engine based on the inverse resolution. The bug detection module is based on Shapiro's algorithmic debugger[6]. A set of facts and rules are given to the module. Then the module interacts the user to identify the bug rule. This bug rule is given to the abductive reasoning engine. The reasoning engine then finds an appropriate legal abstraction. Finally, a rule, which satisfies the legal abstraction, can be learned.
6 Learning Examples

The legal abstraction in Figure 8 can be represented by Higher Order Horn Clause. Figure 10 shows an example of the legal abstraction represented by a Higher Order Horn Clause.

Based on the abstraction in Figure 10, the new rule can be obtained. Figure 11 shows an example of a learned rule.

7 Conclusions

This paper describes a knowledge acquisition from legal texts based on the analysis of human knowledge acquisition process. If background knowledge is provided, we can approach the automatic knowledge acquisition from legal texts. By replacing the legal abstrac-

\[
\text{be_concluded}(-[\text{agt}:\cdot, \text{obj}:Xid, \text{tim}:C]) \Rightarrow \\
\text{X}(Xid, [\text{obj}:\cdot]), \\
\text{become_effective}(-[\text{obj}:Yid, \text{tim}:C]) \\
\text{Y}(Yid, [\text{obj}:\cdot]), \\
\text{be_effective}(-[\text{obj}:Zid, \text{tim}:C]), \\
\text{Z}(Zid, [\text{obj}:\cdot]).
\]

Constraints:
- \(X\) is legal norm sentence.
- \(Y\) is a indication of intention.
- \(Z\) is a indication of intention.
- \(Z\) is prior to \(Y\).

Figure 10: Legal Abstraction Represented by a Higher Order Horn Clause
tion database, a variety of legal knowledge can be obtained.
Since the acquired knowledge does not contain dynamically interpretation knowledge, in order to implement a legal expert system, other inference engine such as [7, 2] is required.
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Abstract

Although Case Based Reasoning comes out in order to solve knowledge acquisition bottleneck, a case structure acquisition bottleneck has emerged, superseding it. Because we cannot decide an appropriate case structure in advance, a framework for CBR should have the capability of improving a case structure dynamically, collecting and analyzing cases. Here is discussed a new framework for knowledge acquisition using CBR and model inference. Model Inference tries to obtain new descriptors with interaction of a domain expert, regarding the slots that compose a case structure as descriptors, with an eye to the function of theoretical term generation. The framework has two features: (1) CBR obtains a more suitable group of slots (a case structure) incrementally through cooperation with model inference, and (2) Model inference with theoretical term capability discovers the rules which deal with a given task better. Furthermore, we evaluate the feasibility of the framework by implementing it to deal with law interpretation and certify two features with the framework.

2 A Legal Knowledge Acquisition System

This section gives an outline of our framework and explains the knowledge acquisition system configurations of CBR and model inference with theoretical term capability.

1 Introduction

In the field of knowledge engineering, research on case based reasoning has been getting active in recent years, reflecting the difficulty in building an expert model in the development of expert systems. In CBR, however, the difficulty has not been resolved so much: it has just been replaced by appropriate case structures and effective retrieval and/or repair strategies based on them. That is, case structure acquisition bottleneck has emerged, superseding the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. In the process of collecting and analyzing cases, a framework for CBR should have the capability of improving case structures dynamically.

On the other hand, in the field of model inference, there has been increasing interest in research on the identification mechanism of the first order language including the theoretical term generation issues. Theoretical term generation means the operation to take out an effective concept and give it a name. It can be regarded as the operation to obtain new descriptors to define a problem.

From the above-mentioned background, a framework for knowledge acquisition, discussed here in this paper, starts as an attempt to obtain new effective descriptors through CIGOL-based model inference by regarding the slots that compose a case structure as descriptors, with an eye to the function of theoretical term generation. The framework has two features: (1) CBR obtains a more suitable group of slots (a case structure) incrementally through cooperation with model inference, and (2) Model inference with theoretical term capability discovers the rules which deal with a given task better. Furthermore, we evaluate the feasibility of the framework by implementing it to deal with law interpretation and certify two features with the framework.

2.1 System overview

Figure 1 shows the framework for cooperation between CBR and model inference with theoretical term generation. The following explanation uses the numbers assigned in the figure.

(1) With the provision of a case base for each individual civil law precedent with a different case structure, CBR stores solved cases incrementally through the retrieval, matching, modifying, evaluating, repairing, organizing and clustering.

(2) CBR gives a cluster to model inference. The cluster is a set of similar cases classified from the viewpoint of retrieval in CBR, and is converted to a set of ground clauses.

(3) With advice from an user, model inference tries to generalize the descriptor of the cluster (case description slots) and thereby invent new descriptors and compose relations among them as new clauses (rules). Consequently, some law interpretation rules can be obtained. If the model inference does not work well (for example, it can not invent a new descriptor), the input is
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